Ruined

AMAZON BESTSELLING AUTHOR Amazon top 100 Bestseller Paid Books &
Amazon top 100 Movers & Shakers First
published March 2013. So I live my life
according to the rules of others while my
secret festers its way through my body. It
bleeds slowly out of my heart and into my
veins. Each word of my secret pulsing
through me as it gets closer to the surface. I
imagine one day it will get so close to the
surface it will spring forth from my lips
and reveal the monster I really am.
Ruined. Bailey Michaels is living a lie.
She has a handsome and successful fiance
and a great job in a town she adores. Her
friends and family know her as the
perfectly crafted individual she has created
in their minds. Her deception knows no
bounds when it comes to keeping the truth
from everyone else. But its not enough.
She craves the love of the one man she cant
possibly have. Everybody has secrets in
their lives, but Baileys are far more
consequential than others. Her secret leaves
no-one knowing who she truly is, and
slowly unravelling, begins to compromise
the happiness of all those around her. What
happens next will send shockwaves
stronger than she ever could have
imagined, leaving only her to decide if the
secret was worth the destruction.
WARNING: This novel is recommended
for audiences 18+ years. It contains taboo
topics and sexual situations. RAVES FOR
RUINED: A romance with a twist that you
never see coming is an understatement!
Shelly Pratts imagination is astonishing
and her story will leave you breathless. Rhonda Dennis, The Green Bayou Novels.
I loved it five star easy. Kerri Williams,
The Justice Moore Trilogy. From the very
first page, I was completely captivated by
this story. Its a must read. Melissa Brown,
Champagne Toast & Picturing Perfect.
Website: http://shellypratt.net
** Print
publication for RUINED has been optioned
by Pegasus under the Vanguard Press
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imprint. This novel will be available in
bookstores, libraries and universities
throughout the UK by late 2014.

To wreck something, to make it useless, to break something. Youve ruined my painting! Youve ruined my screwdriver!
You will ruin your pencil if you press that61 synonyms of ruin from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 158 related
words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for ruin.Ruinpubs, retro gardens and the coolest pubs in
Budapesten.ruined??????? ?????1??[??]??.??a ruined castle ??????.2a??[??]??.??a ruined man
???.b????????(???)????,??Synonyms for ruin at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for ruin.Ruins are the remains of human-made architecture: structures that were once intact have fallen, as
time went by, into a state of partial or total disrepair, due to2 days ago Chris Pratt says Tom Holland ruined Jurassic
World: Fallen Kingdom for him before hed even read the script. The Guardians Of The GalaxyA page for describing
DarthWiki: Ruined FOREVER. Oh No! A moment that you dont like has happened in your favorite fictional series! A
new characterThe past tense and past participle of ruin. Adjective[change]. Positive ruined. Comparative more ruined.
Superlative most ruinedRuined is a 2005 EP by San Francisco Bay Area hardcore punk band Ceremony. Released as 7
vinyl by Malfunction Records, Ruined is Ceremonys debutsimple past tense and past participle of ruin. Adjective[edit].
ruined (comparative more ruined, superlative most ruined). (slang) incapacitated by drugs or alcoholDefinition of ruin
for English Language Learners. : to damage (something) so badly that it is no longer useful, valuable, enjoyable, etc. : to
spoil or destroy (something) : to cause (someone) to lose money, social status, etc.Ruin definition, the remains of a
building, city, etc., that has been destroyed or that is in disrepair or a state of decay: We visited the ruins of ancient
Greece.Definition of ruin - the physical destruction or disintegration of something or the state of disintegrating or being
destroyed.RUINS Sustainable re-use, preservation and modern management of historical ruins in Central Europe elaboration of integrated model and guidelinesruined adjective. uk ? /?ru?.?nd/ us ? /?ru?.?nd/ destroyed or spoiled: an
ancient ruined castle. In bad condition.??come [go, run] to ruin=fall into ruin ?????, ???? ????.bringto rui ?1079???????????????????????????????Meaning complete destruction of anything is from 1670s. Ruins remains of a
decayed building or town is from mid-15c. the same sense was in the Latin plural noun.
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